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LAWRENCE AND SOME ROMANTIC POETS 

 

JOHN WORTHEN 

 

 

 

I shall only note in passing the important relationship between 

Lawrence and Coleridge; the subject is too big for this brief essay.
1
 

A single reference, however, shows its importance. When, in 

October 1914, Amy Lowell told Lawrence about her habit of 

keeping his poetry manuscripts as safely as the manuscripts of 

Keats and Shelley she also possessed, Lawrence responded: “don’t 

talk about putting me in the safe with Keats and Shelley. It scares 

me out of my life ... But I’d like to know Coleridge, when Chaaron 

has rowed me over” (2L 223).
2
 He could have chosen any poet, or 

any Romantic: he selected Coleridge as the person he would most 

like to know. Wherever one looks in Lawrence, there are reminders 

of Coleridge; not just in obvious places like his poem ‘Snake’ (its 

relationship with The Rime of the Ancient Mariner has often been 

pointed out) but in smaller matters too. If asked which writers 

found the song of the nightingale not melancholy, one answer 

would be: Coleridge, nightingales being, he said in Göttingen in 

1799, “the reverse of melancholy”, and Lawrence, who wrote in 

1926: “How anyone who didn’t have his ears on upside down ever 

heard the nightingale ‘sobbing’, I don’t know” (SEP 211–2).
3
 And 

what of the fact that Coleridge and Lawrence could both distinguish 

Homoousians and Homoiousians? The Greek terms go back to the 

Council of Nicea in 325 A.D.: the Homoousians believing that 

Christ was consubstantial with God the Father (so making up two-

thirds of the Trinity), the Homoiousians believing that Christ had 

been created by God (so that there was only one God, the Father). 

The Homoousians won the argument, and many people at some 

point in their lives will have repeated the words of the Nicene 

Creed that Christ is “of one substance with the father”, without 

realising that they were Homoousians.  
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But Lawrence knew, of course. I was not surprised that 

Coleridge was aware of it; he was steeped in Christian history. 

Lawrence, however, could refer casually to Homoousians in 

passing, while working on Studies in Classic American Literature 

in Cornwall in 1917, without any reference books to hand (SCAL 

206). That impressed me deeply when I discovered it. Like 

Coleridge, Lawrence was very well read, and his range of 

knowledge – and power of recollection − extraordinary. 

Let me offer a final link which broadens the subject into the 

lives of other Romantic poets. Three English writers before 

Lawrence, in wartime, living near the coast on the south-western 

peninsula of England, were investigated and spied on by the 

authorities, who suspected them of collaborating with the enemy. 

Best known, perhaps, is Lawrence. He and Frieda had their cottage 

at Higher Tregerthen searched (unofficially) on the afternoon of 

Thursday 11 October 1917, again (officially) on the morning of 

Friday 12th, and were then and there given notice to leave the area 

of Cornwall within three days: they left perforce on Monday 15th.  

But Wordsworth and Coleridge, 120 years earlier, had also been 

investigated. England was of course at war with France, the war 

that continued in one form or another until the battle of Waterloo in 

1815. In July 1797, Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy had rented 

Alfoxton House, near the north Somerset coast, to be near Nether 

Stowey, where Coleridge was living with his wife Sarah and son 

Hartley. Wordsworth, Dorothy and Coleridge (Sarah Coleridge did 

not approve of the Wordsworths) regularly went walking; Coleridge 

was planning a poem to be called ‘The Brook’, which would follow 

the course of a stream from its start to its final entry into the sea, 

going through many different landscapes and townscapes along the 

way. He never wrote it (which became the fate of many 

Coleridgean projects). But walking the hills and coombs, streams 

and cliffs became a constant habit for the group, or Gang.
4
  

And it was this behaviour that, in 1797, brought all three of 

them to the very serious attention of the English secret service. The 

government of the day was anxious about a French invasion; in 
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February, French ships had actually landed troops in south Wales, 

just across from Somerset. Wordsworth and Dorothy would 

certainly have been viewed as French sympathisers because of the 

letters sent them by Annette Vallon (Wordsworth’s one-time lover 

and the mother of his daughter Caroline): it looks as if some at least 

of those letters had been seized and opened. And Dorothy, at any 

rate, was writing replies to the letters from Annette which got 

through,
5
 while – unlike Coleridge – Wordsworth had neither 

abandoned his republicanism nor his French sympathies, both of 

them confirmed by his time in France in the early 1790s. For his 

part, Coleridge would have been on any list of people to be watched 

since his activities in Bristol in the mid-1790s (lectures and 

journalism); and in July 1797 he compounded his crimes by 

inviting to Stowey John Thelwall, who had survived the London 

treason trials of 1794 and had been one of the targets of the 

infamous so-called Gagging Acts of 1795. And while visiting, 

Thelwall had attended a dinner party thrown by the Wordsworths. 

A local doctor sent a letter to London denouncing the 

Wordsworths as the “Rascalls from Alfoxton” and calling them “a 

Sett of violent Democrats” (at that date, a word as evocative as 

“terrorists” today). A senior government agent, James Walsh, was 

sent down from London to make enquiries. Thomas Jones, who 

lived at the Farm House nearby, believed that “some French people 

had got possession of the Mansion House” (Dorothy and 

Wordsworth were both deeply tanned) and (horrors) “were washing 

and Mending their Cloaths all Sunday”. How terribly un-English. 

Other people passed on reports that the inhabitants of Alfoxton 

roamed the countryside at all hours of the day and night, making 

notes and drawings (Dorothy and Coleridge were both habitual 

notebook users).
6
 

The seriousness of the situation was demonstrated by the 

investigation. Walsh talked to local people and reported back. He 

learned that the group was not French (though the landlord of the 

Globe Inn thought them “people that will do as much harm, as All 

the French can do”). Walsh’s report summed them up as “a 
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mischiefuous gang of disaffected Englishmen”; “mischiefuous” 

[mischievous] being less damning than the doctor’s “violent”, but 

still dangerous. Looking back from 1817, Coleridge made great fun 

of the episode, but arrest on suspicion was a scare tactic which the 

government adopted more than once in the mid-1790s, and Walsh’s 

report to London declared the name Wordsworth already “known” 

to the Bow Street magistrate Richard Ford; Wordsworth 

presumably on the books as a man with French contacts and 

dangerous friends.
7
 His letters tell their own story, with remarks not 

just that he was a democrat but “of that class I shall for ever 

continue”.
8
 He even disapproved of all forms of censorship: “rather 

than restrain the liberty of the press I would suffer the most 

atrocious doctrines to be recommended”.
9
 In the 1790s that was 

extraordinary; even Lawrence, 130 years later, would not go that 

far. Wordsworth might easily have been arrested, tried and 

imprisoned, if only to set an example to others.
10

 At this date he 

was a great deal more revolutionary than Coleridge or Lawrence – 

and more at risk, too, because of the state of the law in 1797. 

 

I 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley did more than attract the authorities by his 

behaviour in North Devon in 1812. He stirred up things politically 

so badly that he and his wife Harriet were forced to get out as 

quickly as they could before he got arrested. His poor servant Dan 

Healey was left behind in Barnstaple jail, serving six months for 

nailing up, on to trees and the walls of barns, great sheets of anti-

government propaganda (written by his employer, of course), 

copies also being dispatched in well-corked wine bottles launched 

into the Bristol Channel and sent up in the occasional small hot-air 

balloon.  

The pieces nailed up, sealed in bottles and sent aloft in balloons 

were a ‘Declaration of Rights’
11

 and a satirical poem ‘The Devil’s 

Walk’, containing lines about the “brainless King” (George III, of 

course) and the hugely fat Prince Regent, whose “waistcoat gay / ... 
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/ Scarce meets across his princely paunch, / And pantaloons are like 

half moons, / Upon each brawny haunch”.
12

 The only surviving 

copy of this text of the poem is an original sheet sent up to the 

Home Office by the outraged Town Clerk of Barnstaple, to prove 

how dangerous Shelley was: it still survives in the public record 

office. Such material could not be published in the usual way, at 

that date, without the printer or publisher being arrested and tried 

for libel or even treason: hence Shelley’s adoption of innovative 

ways of distributing materials without a printer’s name on them 

(another criminal offence, of course). 

Of the four writers I am discussing, Shelley was by far the most 

violently political in an active sense, and at the youngest age: 

Lawrence was thirty-two, Wordsworth twenty-seven, Coleridge 

twenty-five, Shelley only twenty. But the opposition of the three 

Romantic poets to the ‘Existing State of Things’ (as Shelley called 

it in the title of a poem in 1811) in wartime – and out of it − was 

unmistakable.
13

 And while Lawrence was mostly law-abiding (just 

one source suggests his desire to get industrial workers to stop 

supporting the war effort),
14

 yet he never lost what, in Australia in 

1922, he called “a fighting conscience” (4L 275): his fights with 

English law in the late 1920s became legendary.
15

 

 

II 

 

Because of his reputation as Victorian Sage and Great Man, 

Wordsworth is not often thought of as politically active: he 

eventually became as radically conservative as he had once been 

radical (and that is the Wordsworth whom Lawrence grew up 

knowing).
16

  

Lawrence occasionally quotes Wordsworth in his early letters 

and essays. More exciting, however, is his flagrant attack on 

Wordsworth in his essay ‘. . . . . . Love was Once a Little Boy’, 

written at the ranch in New Mexico in the summer of 1925 and 

published in Reflections on the Death of a Porcupine. This essay is 

startling in the way it targets Wordsworth. It turns him into a 
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variety of Walt Whitman, asserting that, in Wordsworth’s poem 

‘Peter Bell’, the lines ‘A Primrose by a river’s brim / A yellow 

primrose was to him, / And it was nothing more’ show Wordsworth 

(Lawrence says) not letting the primrose live its own life: he is 

gathering the primrose “into his own bosom” and making it “part of 

his own nature”: he is in fact ousting the primrose “from its own 

individuality” (RDP 334–5). To me, I confess, the poem contains 

no trace of any such identification. Wordsworth is simply pointing 

out that to a person like his character the potter Peter Bell, who 

ignores the natural world as much as he ignores other human 

beings, a flower is just a flower “and nothing more”. Lawrence’s 

distance from Wordsworth by 1925 may be judged by the way he 

also refers to Peter not as the potter he is, but as “a yokel”. Peter is 

no yokel and no fool; he is a cunning serial bigamist.   

But Lawrence has great fun with his idea, and writes some lines 

of Wordsworthian verse with great aplomb: 

 

“A primrose by the river’s brim 

A yellow primrose was to him 

And nothing more—” 

 

A primrose by the river’s brim 

A yellow primrose was to him 

And a great deal more— 

 

A primrose by the river’s brim 

Lit up its pallid yellow glim 

Upon the floor— 

 

And watched old Father William trim 

His course beside the river’s brim 

And trembled sore— 

 

The yokel, going for a swim 

Had very nearly trod on him 
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An hour before. 

And now the poet’s fingers slim 

Were reaching out to pluck at him 

And hurt him more. (RDP 335) 

 

This is especially unfair to a poet who had written, the same year as 

‘Peter Bell’, how if, by chance, he ever 

 

     … snapp’d the stem 

Of foxglove bending o’er his native rill, 

I should be loth to pass along my way 

With unreprov’d indifference, –I would stop 

Self-question’d, asking wherefore that was done.
17

  

 

Wordsworth was neither a fingerer nor a plucker of flowers: 

Lawrence’s vision of him reaching out for the primrose is quite 

unfair. But Lawrence wants to make a point, and Wordsworth 

comes to hand; and that’s that. Though it is worth adding that, in 

1928, he described how – before the time of Wordsworth – people 

only saw primroses dimly, but that Wordsworth really made people 

see them (IR 110). 

 

III 

 

Most of this confirms my instinctive feeling that although 

Lawrence knows his Wordsworth, and recognises his historical 

importance, he has little interest in him.
18

 Living in Bavaria in 

1927, for example, he tells friends how “We lead an uneventful life 

− the mountains come and go and lovely is the show − sort of 

thing” (6L 158): a limp parody of “The rainbow comes and goes, / 

And lovely is the rose” from Wordsworth’s ‘Ode: Intimations of 

Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood’. 

But, for Lawrence, I think Shelley was different. There are no 

parodies of him in Lawrence’s letters or essays, for example, but 

lots of links. Birkin’s famous definition in Women in Love of the 
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kind of person he really wants to be, “an isolated me, that does not 

meet and mingle, and never can” (WL 145, original emphasis), is 

taken direct from Shelley’s not so very well-known poem ‘Love’s 

Philosophy’: “In one spirit meet and mingle”.
19

 I have only recently 

discovered the quotation: it is not in the annotation to the 

Cambridge Edition of Women in Love. But Lawrence had been 

interested in Shelley for years. Probably in December 1908, he had 

sent Jessie Chambers “in swift enthusiasm ... Francis Thompson’s 

essay on Shelley” (1L 95 n.4); he had referred to Shelley’s poem 

‘The Sensitive Plant’ in April 1908 (1L 43), in July to the poem ‘To 

Night’ (1L 64)
20

 and to ‘Music, when Soft Voices die’ in April 

1911 (1L 248).
21

 And he had told Blanche Jennings, in one of those 

long self-indulgences of letters sent to her in 1908, that – if Alice 

Dax would only call her new baby “Phyllis Maud” – the name 

“Maud” would have a “sonorous dignity ... which tells the girl will 

have a soul – she will not be a frippet − I could read Shelley to her, 

and she would look at me with grand understanding eyes” (1L 

52).
22

 Only a little irony there, I think. 

But the real difference from his interest in Wordsworth was that 

Lawrence went on quoting Shelley and discussing him, especially 

in the period 1913–16. Something that would have helped this was 

the fact that, in October 1913, when Lawrence and Frieda decided 

to go to that stretch of the Italian coast where Frieda’s brother-in-

law Edgar Jaffe was holidaying, Lawrence writes that “we think of 

Lerici, somewhere near Leghorn − Shelley and Byron tradition. It 

might be good for my rhythms” (2L 63; Edward Marsh had recently 

been savaging the rhythms of Lawrence’s poetry). In Lerici, 

Lawrence and Frieda found themselves just a couple of miles from 

where Shelley had lived in 1822, and Lawrence wrote: “one can see 

his house across the bay” (2L 86). Lawrence mentioned Shelley 

again when they had moved a couple of miles further away, to 

Fiascherino, “an hours walk from ... Shelley’s place” (2L 84), 

which suggests that they may indeed have gone there. And this is 

Lawrence on 14 October 1913: 
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The full moon shines on the sea, which moves about all 

glittering among black rocks. I go down and bathe and enjoy 

myself. You never saw such clear, buoyant water. Also I don’t 

swim more than a dozen yards, so am always trying to follow 

the starry Shelley, and set amid the waves. (2L 85) 

 

That phrase “the starry Shelley” tells you something about how 

Lawrence saw Shelley; as a brilliant star, but perhaps also as 

“starry” in the modern, Hollywood sense (first used in 1907). And, 

of course, Shelley had drowned just down the coast from 

Fiascherino, not having found the water at all buoyant, and – like 

the stars in the sky – “set amid the waves”. Well, unlike Shelley – 

who incidentally could not swim at all − Lawrence did not drown in 

Fiascherino, for all the danger he felt of following the super-starry 

Shelley.  

It is clear, however, that Lawrence was taking an interest in 

Shelley. Writing to Marsh in November 1913 − Marsh seems to 

have recommended him a course of Milton − Lawrence 

commented: “About metres, I shall have to pray for grace from god. 

But (scissors?) I think Shelley a million thousand times more 

beautiful than Milton” (2L 120).
23

 And a month later, writing to 

Henry Savage, he embarked on a definition of the “purely lyric 

poet” – like Shelley – who: 

 

gives himself ... to his mood, utterly and abandonedly ... till he 

spontaneously combusts into verse.
24

 He has nothing that goes 

on, no passion, only a few intense moods, separate like odd 

stars, and when each has burned away, he must die. It is no 

accident that Shelley got drowned − he was always trying to 

drown himself − it was his last mood. (2L 115) 

 

The “odd stars” make an interesting link with the “starry 

Shelley”. The remarks are also fascinating for Lawrence’s 

understanding of how frequently Shelley drowned himself in the 

language of his poetry, and of how desperate he was growing 
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during 1822, the year of his death. It is also worth recording the 

influence of Shelley’s ‘Ode to the West Wind’ on Lawrence’s 

poems ‘Song of a Man who has Come Through’, ‘Street Lamps’ 

and ‘Craving for Spring’.
25

 

Lawrence’s fascination with Shelley is still clearer in his Study 

of Thomas Hardy, written just a year later, in the autumn of 1914, 

in which he works out at great length systems of opposition 

between the “male” and the “female” (which have nothing to do 

with human gender: as he confesses, “the division into male and 

female is arbitrary, for the purpose of thought”, STH 60). He is 

fascinated by conflict and necessary opposition and at times he 

names his oppositions Male and Female, at times the Will to 

Motion and the Will to Stasis, at times Spirit and Flesh, at times 

Law and Love.   

And Lawrence makes Shelley the supreme exponent of one side 

of his division: the Law, the Male, the Spirit, the Will to Motion: 

“The pure male is himself almost an abstraction, almost bodyless, 

like Shelley ... I can think of no being in the world so 

transcendently male as Shelley. He is phenomenal” (STH 71). This 

does not mean that Shelley went around seducing women like some 

Über-Don-Juan. Just the opposite. For Lawrence, Shelley is entirely 

committed to the bodiless and the spirit, and utterly opposed to the 

flesh, the body. As Lawrence puts it, “The rest of us have bodies 

which contain the male and the female. If we were so singled out as 

Shelley, we should not belong to life, as he did not belong to life” 

(STH 71). That is quite a challenge to anyone’s understanding of 

Shelley: that he did not belong to life. But Lawrence had been 

developing the insight since 1913, when – writing to Savage – he 

had tried out the idea that although poets like Shelley had “terrific 

vital power”, “They’ve all ... got about them, the feeling that their 

own flesh is unclean – corrupt”. And, says Lawrence, “I cant 

understand it myself, not a bit” (2L 101). In 1914, he listed those 

whom he thinks quintessentially “male” writers and artists who 

deny the body: “In the degree of pure maleness below Shelley are 

Plato and Raphael and Wordsworth, then Goethe and Milton and 
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Dante” (STH 71). To them, Lawrence’s response is that “So long as 

mankind exists it must exist in the body, and so long must each 

body pertain both to the male and the female”. So, says Lawrence, 

“In the ordinary sense, Shelley never lived. He transcended life”. 

And, Lawrence protests, “Why should he [Shelley] insist on the 

bodylessness of beauty, when we cannot know of any save 

embodied beauty”. 

 

IV 

 

What is Lawrence talking about? How can Shelley be seen like 

this? All that Lawrence offers us at this stage of his Study of 

Thomas Hardy are the two short lines of Shelley starting his poem 

‘To a Sky-Lark’: “Hail to thee, blithe spirit, / bird thou never wert”. 

That is all that Lawrence quotes to under-prop his assertions about 

Shelley’s “bodylessness”. He asks: “Who would wish that the 

skylark were not a bird, but a spirit?” (STH 71). Again it becomes 

clear that here Lawrence is not interested in understanding Shelley 

as poet or thinker. Calling Shelley “male”, and using that quotation 

to help him do it, is like using “male” and “female” as convenient 

but arbitrary symbols – “for the purpose of thought”. Lawrence’s 

“Shelley”, too, is an abstraction for the purpose of thought. It is not 

a comment on Shelley as a bad writer. 

To confirm this, just twenty pages later in the Hardy essay 

comes another discussion of Shelley, in which Lawrence quotes not 

just the first two lines of the ‘Sky-lark’ poem but the rest of the 

stanza: and this time he reaches exactly the opposite conclusion. He 

now presents the poem as what he calls a “wonderful” example of 

“conflict contained within a reconciliation”: 

 

“Hail to thee, blithe spirit, 

Bird thou never wert 

That from heaven, or near it, 

Pourest forth thy heart 

In profusest strains of unpremeditated lay.” (STH 90)
26
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And Lawrence gives us a paragraph of critical analysis: 

 

Shelley wishes to say, the skylark is a pure, untrammelled spirit, 

a pure motion. But the very “Bird thou never wert”, admits that 

the skylark is in very fact a bird, a concrete, momentary thing. If 

the line ran, “Bird thou never art”, that would spoil it all. Shelley 

wishes to say, the song is poured out of heaven: but “or near it”, 

he admits. There is the perfect relation between heaven and 

earth. And the last line is the tumbling sound of a lark’s singing, 

the real Two-in-one. (STH 91) 

 

In turning Shelley’s rhyming “unpremeditated art” into the non-

rhyming “unpremeditated lay”, Lawrence’s memory had not only 

been undermined by the lines in Walter Scott’s Lay of the Last 

Minstrel (“No longer, courted and caressed, / High placed in hall, a 

welcome guest, / He poured, to lord and lady gay, / The 

unpremeditated lay”).
27

 He can, he says, hear the birdsong and he 

reckons that “lay” is more like a skylark’s than “art”.  

Lawrence is observing in the stanza’s very insistencies the 

conflicts and contradictions it is attempting to disguise. He thinks 

the poetry reconciles the conflicts: it balances the “relation between 

heaven and earth”, even if “Shelley” himself is violently one-sided. 

Lawrence is, as ever, showing how one should never trust the 

writer, only the writing. 

He went on referring to Shelley over the next couple of years.
28

 

For Christmas 1915 Ottoline Morrell sent him a book of Shelley’s 

1820 poetry, containing the drama Prometheus Unbound (2L 488) 

and Lawrence clearly immersed himself in it:
29

 he quoted the drama 

twice in his essay ‘Education of the People’ in 1920 and again 

elsewhere.
30

 In July 1916, describing foxgloves in Cornwall, he 

noted in passing: “I believe they are Shelley’s ‘That tall flower that 

wets its mother’s face’” (2L 624). That is a direct quotation from 

another little-known poem, ‘The Question’, which was not in the 

selection Ottoline Morrell had sent him. And also in July he asked a 

London friend planning to visit, “Have you got that little book of 
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Trelawneys, on Byron and Shelley? Do bring it, if you have” (2L 

624). Around the same time, too, he gave Birkin that phrase of 

Shelley’s, “meet and mingle”, and showed the Pussum stabbing 

Julius Halliday in the hand with a knife – Thomas Love Peacock 

remembered Shelley recalling those who had tormented him at 

Eton, and describing how he had, once, been “provoked into 

striking a penknife into the hand of one of his young tyrants”.
31

  

And when Barbara Low sent Lawrence a copy of poems by 

Swinburne for his birthday in September 1916, his reaction 

suggested how his old loyalty to Swinburne had by now moved on: 

“I put him with Shelley as our greatest poet”. And it is Shelley I am 

sure who provokes his comment: “There was more powerful 

rushing flame of life in him than in all the heroes rolled together” 

(2L 653–4).
32

 

Thus Lawrence demonstrates something we might think of as a 

special interest in Shelley; and so it is that we can, as Mark 

Kinkead-Weekes suggested, start to understand the terrible row 

between Lawrence and Frieda in Cornwall in 1916 which was 

recounted at length in a letter written by Katherine Mansfield (she 

and Murry then living in the cottage next to the Lawrences). I 

should stress that Mansfield is, as ever, as much interested in 

creating a marvellous piece of writing as she is in being 

biographically accurate. But something like this certainly occurred. 

 

Let me tell you what happened on Friday. I went across to them 

for tea. Frieda said Shelleys Ode to a Skylark was false. 

Lawrence said: “You are showing off; you don’t know anything 

about it.” Then she began “Now I have had enough. Out of my 

house – you little God Almighty you. Ive had enough of you. 

Are you going to keep your mouth shut or aren’t you.” Said 

Lawrence: “I’ll give you a dab on the cheek to quiet you, you 

dirty hussy”. Etc. Etc. So I left the house.
33

 

 

But that was the start of one the worst quarrels the Lawrences seem 

ever to have had; it went on for hours, and ended up with Lawrence 
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thumping Frieda; you can read the whole episode in Mansfield’s 

letters or in Kinkead-Weekes’ biography. 

So what exactly were Lawrence and Frieda quarrelling about? 

Kinkead-Weekes argued that Shelley’s ‘Sky-lark’ poem, for 

Lawrence, “represented ... the extreme of mental and spiritual 

consciousness as opposed to the life of the body and blood”,
34

 and 

for Lawrence to hear such sentiments repeated by Frieda (with 

implicit in them the accusation that Lawrence was betraying 

himself to intellectuals like Murry and Morrell) made him intensely 

uneasy. I am not so sure. For Lawrence the poem was one which 

also created “the perfect relation between heaven and earth”: it was 

a balanced poem even if the artist Shelley was superlatively 

imbalanced. And to hear Frieda being so stupid about it drove him 

wild: as I am sure she intended (this is a point Kinkead-Weekes 

makes very well). She was deliberately mounting an attack on 

something she knew Lawrence valued intensely. She wanted a row. 

She certainly got one.   

Lawrence had never said that Shelley or the poem was false; not 

only was his admiration for Shelley intense, he knew that his own 

tendency was towards exactly the kind of abstraction and extremity 

that he saw in Shelley. That was why Lawrence analysed that whole 

stanza of ‘To a Sky-Lark’ so keenly. He could argue that, when he 

was writing as a great artist, Shelley also wrote poetry 

demonstrating a balance between the two aspirations: towards the 

ideal and towards the actual, towards the spirit and towards the 

body. Lawrence wanted exactly the same for his own writing. 

When three years later he attempted to distinguish between his 

excitement with Shelley and his distrust of Keats, he employed 

Shelley’s skylark and Keats’s nightingale: 

 

It seems when we hear a skylark singing as if sound were 

running forward into the future, running so fast and utterly 

without consideration, straight on into futurity. And when we 

hear a nightingale, we hear the pause and the rich, piercing 
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rhythm of recollection, the perfected past ... The nightingale’s 

triumph is a paean, but a death-paean. (Poems I 645) 

 

And three times more in that Preface to New Poems he goes back 

to Shelley, first referring to “measured gem-like lyrics of Shelley 

and Keats”, then insisting that “Whitman truly looked before and 

after. But he did not sigh for what is not” (Shelley had written in 

‘To a Sky-Lark’ how “We look before and after / And pine for what 

is not”).
35

 And then again at the end of the piece, again stressing the 

sky-lark, Lawrence insists that: 

 

The bird is on the wing in the winds, flexible to every breath, a 

living spark in the storm ... Whence such a bird came: whither it 

goes: from what solid earth it rose up, and upon what solid earth 

it will close its wings and settle, this is not the question. That is 

a question of before and after. Now, now, the bird is on the wing 

in the winds. (Poems I 648−9) 

 

E. M. Forster, meeting Lawrence in 1915, thought that “Shelley 

must have been a little like that”,
36

 while Lawrence’s fascination 

with Shelley as some kind of kindred writer would have been 

among the reasons why in 1920 he used Shelley as an example of 

the supreme poet.
37

 Five years later, he was still listing Shelley – 

along with Wordsworth – among the five writers who, for him, had 

“established a new connection between mankind and the universe, 

and the result was a vast release of energy” (RDP 370). And he 

names them: Voltaire, Shelley, Wordsworth, Byron, Rousseau; the 

writers who, for Lawrence, created the revolutionary Enlightenment. 

 

V 

 

A final link between Lawrence and Shelley is slight but I think 

revealing: and it also involves Frieda, though in a very different 

way. Shelley and Lawrence were both men and writers capable of 

extraordinary concentration, and both were fundamentally serious, 
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writing (in Lawrence’s words) because they wanted “folk – English 

folk – to alter, and have more sense” (1L 544); but they also both 

loved games and play. I think of all those accounts of Lawrence’s 

mimicry and love of charades and dressing up and performing, even 

in the 1920s, when he was feeling grimmer and grimmer about 

things; and I think of Shelley not just participating in the telling of 

ghost stories with Byron and Mary and Claire Clairmont in Geneva, 

but happily playing ducks and drakes in Oxford and on the 

Serpentine.   

And I doubt if you could name a third well-known serious 

English writer who knew how to make excellent paper boats. It is 

natural for writers, of course, to have paper about their person; both 

Shelley in 1812 and Lawrence a hundred years later, in 1912, not 

only carried notebooks but also letters and envelopes in their 

pockets. Shelley had, of course, a life-long fascination with sailing, 

and − long before he bought and had modified his own boat, in Italy 

in 1822 (with, of course, fatal consequences) – he made numerous 

sketches in his notebooks of boats and their rigging. As a young 

man all he could do was sail paper boats on ponds and lakes. 

Thomas Medwin describes him at Highgate ponds when he was 

nineteen or twenty,  

 

delighted with floating down the wind, paper boats, in the 

constructing of which, habit had given him a wonderful skill ... 

when one escaped the dangers of the winds and waves, and 

reached in safety the opposite shore, he would run round to hail 

the safe termination of its voyage.
38

 

 

But that reminiscence of Shelley takes me back to an episode 

from Frieda Lawrence’s memoir of Lawrence, “Not I, But the 

Wind...”. She and Lawrence, back in the spring of 1912, had gone 

out into the country together with Frieda’s two small daughters: 

Lawrence had fallen in love with Frieda but she was still married to 

Weekley, and not at all sure she wanted Lawrence. But, she says, 

“We came to a small brook, a little stone bridge crossed it. 
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Lawrence made the children some paper boats ... Crouched by the 

brook, playing there with the children, Lawrence forgot about me 

completely”.
39

 A “man in his wholeness wholly attending”, as 

Lawrence’s poem ‘Thought’ puts it (Poems I 581).  

And it was that episode which came back to Frieda when 

Lawrence was dying in the Ad Astra sanatorium in Vence in 

February 1930. She found herself thinking, she recalled, “of the 

occasion long ago ... when a tenderness for him rose in me that I 

had not known before”: she was recalling that old episode when he 

had made the paper boats.
40

 In 1912 he was an occasional smoker, 

of course, so had matches in his pockets: and Frieda still 

remembered, in Vence in 1930, how he equipped his boats with 

burning matches before they set sail. But he was, as ever, a 

provoking playmate, telling the girls: “‘this is the Spanish Armada 

and you don’t know what that was’”. “‘Yes we do,’” the older girl 

said promptly. And, Frieda goes on, “I can see him now, crouching 

down, so intent on the game so young and quick”.
41

  

For Frieda, that had been the start of her life with Lawrence and 

she recalled it at the very end of their time together, when he was 

dying. Typical of both Lawrence and Shelley to have found such 

fun and happiness in such simple things: Shelley and Lawrence, 

both dead so young, are to me perfect examples of what T. S. Eliot 

would later describe as “a lifetime burning in every moment”.
42

 I 

love the thought of Lawrence’s little Armada of paper boats going 

flaming down the brook, while Frieda’s feelings, as she watches 

him, also catch fire: “There was more powerful rushing flame of 

life in him than in all the heroes rolled together” (2L 653–4).  
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